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Most high-Tc superconductors poSsess striking anisonopy properties, due to their
quaslbidimensional lattice structure. Nevertheless, the anisotropic London theoryl'3 it
valid only if the coherence length f is much larger than any atomic distance. Recent low
tenperature estimates for (1(perpendicular to the layers) rather give 6r = 3-5 A in
YBa2Cu3O7 4,5, while the largest distance between Cu-O planes is d = 8 A.

tne situation

is even more striking in the Bi-sr-ca-cu-o family where values as row as (g = 1-3 [
have been suggested6, while d = 10 A. This naturally leads to a urodel of Josephsoncoupled superconducting planesT. in that case the cores of flux lines are drastically
al'ltctecl by the lattice discreteness, tbr they ciur fit between the layers8. Such flux lines are
actually similar to,those penetrating Josephson junctions. Obviousty such vortices
etlcounter a lattice barrier, sinrilar to Peierls-Nabarro barriers for dislocations, as they
move perpendicularly.to the planes. This is cause of strong intrinsic pinning and thus
1
responsible for intrinsic critical curents Jg11if the field is paiallel to thrJ layerl The iiee
energy of an undulated line can be written easily for small curvature: the i<inetic part is
given by the orientation-dependant line energy l-3 and the z-dependant core contributiol
can simply be added phenomenologicallyg. One can thus write the free energy of arr
element of line ds=(dx,dz) making an angle 0g with the z-axis as
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yis the anisotropy ratio defined by T= (m1lm11)|ft,X
()viz\yi,t0
and ( - 11,,zqt1t6 are averaged penerrarion ind coherence lengths ancl q
=
z ()u/l)ytt3, f(Os) = (sin20s+y2s.r2gr;l/2 ; or < c'0 represenrs the reduction of the
core bnergy when lying between layers. The value of ag is close to 0.5 , thus the core
elerg{ is roughly ten per cent of the total line energy if r = 102. With the layer separation
where tan 0s = dx/dz (see Fig. 1).

given by d, the critical current parallel to the layers andperpendicular to tne netA is easily
obtained from the barrier, equal to the modulation of the core energy, given by (l), i. d.
Jc=crr0oT-1/3 11+nlJfd Taking for insrance for y-Ba-cu-o the values x. 2500 A,
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5 and crl = 0.5 leads to Jc = 6.5. 107 A.cm'2. On the other hand Jc
should depend very sensitively on a small desorientatioi'r of flux lines with respect to the
layers, for the flux line would then take the shape of a soliton (kink) lattice (Fig. 1) and
the kinks can move very easily parallel to the layers9. With the same numerical values as
above, the energy and length of a single Sine-Gordon soliton (kink) are easily calculated,
using (1) for 0g = 90o and minimizing the line free energy, and are respectively given by

.d=8A, T=

Er = 0.07 eV and Lt = 60A for YBaCuO (T = 5) and E1 = 0.62 eV and Lr = 825 .A for
BiSrCaCuO, taking 1= 55 as proposed by some authorsl0'
Let us now study the first flux penetration as a function of the field orientation.
The problein has been studied in the pasl in the anisotropic l,ondon theory. The flux lines
prefer to be oriented close to the easy directions (here the layer directions), thus the
induction B is not parallel to the field H. Let us now include the core trapping and
calculate in low fields the Gibbs potential of a single line, given on an unit length along x'"
by

c=fdse(o") -lax'(Hqor4r)cos(e-08)
J.'

Q)

with e(0n) defined by (1). All angles 0s (but not 0) are supposed to be close to 90o thus
dzldx= 90 - 0g <<1. C can then be rewritten as

Q=Eolt
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with K = (Qgl4n7)2 ysl3 (Lnq7+oo), 6 = (Q6/4nL)z ytt3 cr1. The core term acts like a
commensurate potential, the field imposing to the line angle a "misfit" q, given by
q=QgHcos0/4nK. The minimization of the integral term with respect to z(x) gives rise to
the well-known Sine-Gordon soliton lattice. It shows a lock-in transition at a critical value
of the nrisfit n, = (4/n) (6tZt11ttz. For q<qg the lines enter parallel to the layers. The
critical angle for lock-in of vortices at llgl results from setting H=Hs177 and e=ec, i.e.
1
I

ffi',=h(ry) ;

(4)

With the previous numerical values, this yields 0c = 26o. On the other hand, the
calculation of the equilibrium properties in higher fields Hsl<<H<<Hc2 can be performed
by a generalization of the usual vortex lattice calculation. The result is 9
-L l2

cos

o"=:1",# e *y' #,1

(s)

H* is of the order of Hs1. This result, together with the low field result, can be
represented on a phase diagram (H, 0g) (Fig. 2 ). The region of field orientations for
where

which the flux lines are trapped parallelely to the layers increases with the barrier height
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(measured by crr) and with the anisotropy factor 1, and decreases with the field intensity.
Typically, for fields of the order of 102 Hg1 and cl = 0.5 the lock-in ransition (dotred

line on Fig. 2) occurs at Os=$lo if 1=5 (YBaCuO) and 0c=75o if p55 @iSrCaCuO).
On the other hand, for H parallel but J perpendicular to the layers, i.e. for flux
line motion parallel to the layers, the quaslabsence of normal cores make the vortices
glide easily, being hardly pinned by defects. This could explain why the critical currents
for H parallel and J, perpendicqlar are so low, even in single crystals6. The anisotropy of
the crigcal current for parallel fields is thus a very crucial question and has not been paid
much attentron up to now.
One of the authors (D.F.) acknowledges Prof. J. Friedel for his interest in
this'work, as well as Prof. S. Barisic for valuable advice.
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